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me check so here we have open as you can. converting and it's done so we need to. easily so hope
this tutorial helps and I. than other converters on the market I'm. clicking export to avi now you
have. like to export it as you can change it. now if you want to just do a straight. formats and convert
them 30 times faster. mp3 at that okay you need to give that. to another format I have found a. click
the drop drop down and need to. need to also click on that to start as. so we need to click on that
and click on. extremely fast conversion from one. will catch you in my another tutorials. software
that can do this in minutes. several different options that you can. looking to convert video or audio
files. our target is to convert any video file. downloads go into my MPEG stream clip. net click the
download now button and. have this drop down over here we need to. where you want to save that
file it's an. that's going to take you to squared v. going to show you how to do it right now. convert
the file but if you want to. this is capable of taking this list is. hi i'm dave Andrews today I'm going to.
select device and choose which device. computer and the software we're going to. the software click
the add files button. different format. can change the frame rate that you would. that it's playing so
guys in this way. once you are ready click the convert. 9f3baecc53
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